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Preparing For another
50 years
For the past 50 years, Nongshim has grown into a global food company based
on honesty and trust. Nongshim will not stop here, but make continuous efforts
for a better 50 years. We look forward to your interest in Nongshim's growth
from Korea's best to the world's best food company.
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Message from the CEO

With the coming of our 50th anniversary,
we will establish a global vision for
our new leap into the future.

Dear shareholders and investors,
Since the founding of the company, Nongshim has made many efforts to create better lives for everyone through
improved products and services based on our commitment to contribute to Korea's food culture. Nongshim is
loved by our customers as the best food company in Korea, and our flagship products such as 'Shin Ramyun' and
'Shrimp Crackers' have become global brands loved by all generations and across borders. As we celebrate our 50th
anniversary this year, we are very proud of Nongshim's past 50 years and feel a sense of our responsibility for the
upcoming 50 years. We will improve and develop ourselves to write a new history by going beyond Korea's best food
company and to a global food company.
In 2014, the global economy has shown slow recovery compared to the previous year due to Eurozone's geopolitical
risks, slow growth of developing countries such as Brazil and China, and impact from Japan's increase in consumption
tax, etc. The domestic economy also showed continuously slow growth due to the impact, slow recovery of exports,
and recession of domestic demands, etc., that followed the sinking of Sewol ferry.
Despite the continuous global economic recovery in 2015 led by the economic recovery of the U.S., growth is
expected to be slow for Eurozone, Japan and developing countries. Although, the Korean economy will recover based
on factors such as the improvement of the U.S. economy and support from government policies, economic growth
in terms of contribution from exports is expected to be lower than before, and domestic demand is also expected not
to expand fast enough to lead the economic growth. It seems price of raw materials in the food industry will remain
stable, but the level of consumption increase is expected to stay below economic growth rate. In addition, government
regulations related to fair trade, mutual growth and large distribution, as well as, food safety issues and business
ethics-related risks are expected to be major business considerations this year as they were in the previous year.
Under the Circumstances, Nongshim's business performance showed 3.7% decrease in sales at 1.8 trillion won (US
$1.6 billion) compared to the previous year and the net income for the year was 68.1 billion won (US $62 million) due
to decrease in market share caused by decrease of the instant noodle market, which is our core business, and due to
intensified sales promotion competition. We would like to sincerely apologize for not being able to achieve satisfactory
results.
In order to overcome these difficulties and achieve sustainable growth, we plan to optimize Nongshim's organization,
system and business method in 2015.
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Financial Highlights

First we will maximize the market share of our core domestic businesses.

Sales

We will expand our market share in our current core businesses of instant noodles and snacks to securely increase the gap

(Unit : KRW in billions)

1,958.9

with other subsequent companies by improving the quality of our main product, enhancing the brand image and launching

Operating Profit
1,870.8

(Unit : KRW in billions)

101.8

92.1

1,801.3

70.9

new differentiated products.

Second we will achieve large sales growth through overseas businesses.
We will achieve significant results in the high growth areas such as China and Southeast Asia by reinforcing the sales
capacity of our overseas subsidiaries and improving business performances in the U.S. and Japanese regions, which have
been relatively less satisfactory.

Third we will lay a new foundation for the production and sales of Baeksan Mountain Water.
We will be reinforcing our sales capacity, expanding distribution network in preparation of the peak season, establishing

2012

effective sales promotion policy, among others, and completing the construction of new plants to develop Baeksan Mountain

2013

2014

2012

2013

2014

Water into a global mineral water brand.

Fourth we will upgrade our product power, business process, organizational capacity,
technological competence, quality assurance, food safety management and cost

2012

2013

2014

1,958.9

1,870.8

1,801.3

1,278.8

1,322.8

1,230.5

Snack

276.5

290.9

307.6

Beverage

258.4

91.5

89.0

Others

282.0

295.8

307.0

Gross Profit

524.1

513.4

496.7

and expected scenarios, we will newly establish and implement mid to long-term strategies and code of conducts that are

Operating Profit

101.8

92.1

70.9

required to define and equip ourselves with the necessary capacity and level so that we may realize sustainable growth for

Net Income

0.2

92.6

68.1

2012

2013

2014

2,093.4

2,129.9

2,116.8

652.4

622.7

575.2

1,441.0

1,507.2

1,541.6

45.3

41.3

37.3

1.5

1.7

1.6

competitiveness to the level that can lead the global market and support our objectives.

Fifth we will continuously pursue the 2025 Vision and its implementation strategy which will

Business
Performance
(Unit : KRW in billions)

be newly established this year.
To celebrate its 50th anniversary, we will establish a global vision for our new leap into the future and prepare a foundation
to implement this vision. Based on accurate analysis of internal and external business environments, future market outlook

Sales*
Instant Noodle

*Excluding sales allowances(gross sales for each business division)

the next 50 years.
We promise to spare no efforts to break away from the past slow growth and achieve sustainable growth through
diligent implementation of the challenges mentioned above, and we ask all our shareholders for continuous guidance and
encouragement. We would like to sincerely thank all our shareholders for your interest and support in Nongshim, and we
wish our shareholders, investors and their families’ health and continued success in the future.

CEO Joon Park

Financial
Status and
Financial
Ratio
(Unit : KRW in billions)

Total Assets
Total Liabilities
Equity
Debt Ratio (%)
Dividend Yield Ratio(%)

Brand

Pride as the
best food company

The Nongshim brand has its own unique color. This is probably the
reason why Nongshim's products have been continuously loved by
one generation to the next. Nongshim has been striving to listen
to the voices of the consumers and lead the food trend more than
any other company in order to preserve the value which no other
products can surpass. Nongshim will continue to challenge to go
beyond a national brand and leap toward a global brand.

Technology

Differentiated
competitiveness of
Nongshim

Nongshim made constant effort to ensure state-of-the-art technologies.
Nonshim has the world's best technologies accumulated from 50 years
of knowhow such as soup powder technology that preserve the unique
taste and flavor of the ingredients, noodle manufacturing technology that
accentuates the unique texture of thin noodles as well as thick noodles, low
temperature vacuum frying technology that allow frying at low pressure
and temperature, and dried noodle technology that produces dried noodles
without the frying process. Based on such competitive advantages,
Nongshim is committed to continuously presenting the best products.

Future

New growth engines
of the future

Nongshim's instant noodles and snacks have been
playing a large diplomatic role in terms of spreading the
Korean culture and food to the world. Introducing the flavor
of Korea by making a bowl of Shin Ramyun for a foreign
friend has already become a common experience. In addition,
Nongshim is preparing a second leap forward through the entry
into the mineral water business in China and plans to develop
Baeksan Mountain Water into a global mineral water brand.
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Overview of Nongshim's history

1965~1977
50 years of Nongshim,
fostering peoplefuture-happiness

Foundation of the company and
establishment of basis for growth

1978~1995
Challenge and pioneering
to be the best

1970. 10

1971. 12

1978. 3

1981. 11

1983. 9

Launch of
Beef Ramyun

Launch of
Shrimp Crackers

Change of
company name
to 'Nongshim'

Launch of
Bowl Noodle Soup

Launch of
Ansungtangmyun

1983. 10
Launch of
Onion Rings

1996~2005
Leading the development of the
industry in the era of globalization

2006~2009
Attempts at reform and change

2010~2015
Beyond the world and into the
future

1998. 9

1992. 7

1986. 10

1984. 3

Launch of
Cho chung U-Gua

Launch of
Champong
Noodle Soup

Launch of
Shin Ramyun

Launch of
Chapagetti

2001. 3
Launch of
Mupamatangmyun

2008. 5

2010. 6

2012. 12

2015. 1

Launch of
Doongji Cold
Noodle

Launch of
Sumi Potato Chips
Original

Launch of
Baeksan Mountain
Water

Launch of
Wu Yuk Tang Myun

This was the process of founding the company
through the instant noodle business and giving
concerted effort to develop new products and market
development to create a foundation for growth by
overcoming of the past.
This was the process of becoming the top company in
the domestic instant noodle industry by differentiating
our products through leading quality and by
producing many long-term hit products, as well as,
making preparations to go international.
This was the phase of building our status as the
industry leader by promoting full internationalization
of the business, increasing the efficiency of the
production system and actively promoting new
businesses.
This was the phase of promoting overall change in
management by dedicating efforts to create a new
noodle culture through the development of new
noodle concepts, industrialization of the traditional
noodle, etc.
This was the phase of creating new hope for the
future by promoting new businesses such as the
production of Baeksan Mountain Water and devoting
our efforts to develop new products despite being
under crises such as stagnation of the noodle market
and interruption of Samdasoo business.
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Beverage

Review of Operations

4.6
2014 was also a difficult year for the food industry due to economic and retail
business recession. Especially, the ramyun business suffered overall market
reduction due to sales promotion competition triggered by price discount
competition. In light of this, Nongshim focused on quality improvement of
existing products, launch of new products, among others. However, it resulted
in slow business as both sales and operating profit showed negative growth.

Instant
Noodle

63.6

Sales
breakdown
in 2014

Others

15.9

Snack

15.9

(Unit : %)

We promise to show better performance in 2015 by turning the slow business in
2014 into an opportunity to jump forward.

Instant
Noodle

Nongshim's instant noodle business has established itself as the dominant market leader for
30 years since achieving the largest market share in 1985. For the past 50 years, Nongshim

Beverage

Along with 'Bakesan Mountain Water', which is bottled with Nongshim's best technology and
equipment, Nongshim is providing the best overseas products to the consumers. Nongshim

has consistently released hit products such as 'Ansungtangmyun', 'Chapagetti', 'Yukejang

has sales agreement with global beverage companies such as 'Welch's' that has 140 years

Bowl Noodle Soup', 'Neoguri' and 'Shin Ramyun'. In the 2000s, Nongshim unveiled products

of tradition, 'Capri-Sun' that has been loved by children from around the world for 40 years,

such as 'Mupamatangmyun' and 'Champong Noodle Soup' that catered to the changing

'Power 02' that includes 6 times the concentration of oxygen and 'Campbell's V8' which is a

tastes of the consumers, and products that utilize Nongshim's dried noodle technology such

healthy juice made with fruits and vegetables.

as 'Doongji Cold Noodle' and 'Hooroorook Noodle' are also loved by many people.

Snack

Nongshim holds the largest market share in the snacks industry through strong brands such
as 'Honey Twist Snack' and 'Onion Rings' led by 'Shrimp Crackers' that have been loved for

Others

Nongshim is establishing strategic partnership with the world's No. 1 food brands such
as 'Tulip Ham' from the Tulip Company in Denmark, as well as, 'Kellogg's' cereals in the

over 40 years. In addition, Nongshim has led the domestic market by launching the first

U.S. and 'Chupa Chups' in Italy. Furthermore, Nongshim has signed sales agreement with

potato chips 'Chip Potato' in the country, among others. Especially, the 'Sumi Potato Chips',

Nestle Korea for sales of Nestle confectioneries and domestic sales agreement with Perfetti

which is made with domestic Sumi potatoes and state-of-the-art continuous vacuum frying

Vanmelle Company in Italy for sales of Mentos. In addition, Nongshim is continuously

technology, is getting the spotlight as the next generation product of Nongshim.

launching a variety of products such as 'Fresh Steamed Rice' which is an instant rice brand,
'Black Soybean Peptide' which is a health food and 'Jjigeo' which is a dipping sauce.
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Instant
Noodle

50 years of Nongshim's ramyun
Nongshim, which was founded in 1965 and celebrates its 50th
anniversary this year, has constantly launched innovative products
that exceed customer expectations as the leader of the instant
noodle business and has become a benchmark in the domestic

Nongshim celebrates its 50

food industry. Nongshim's representative brands have captured

anniversary as it has been developing

the tastes of the customers for the past several decades and have

products that have led the trend of

written a new history of food brands in Korea. Some of these

the instant noodle business with the

brands are Ansungtangmyun which created the standard that the

mindset 'Let’s develop our products

real flavor of ramyun lies within the broth, Yukejang Bowl Noodle

with our own power'. As Nongshim

Soup which opened a new age of instant bowl noodle soup in

has walked alongside the history of

Korean style, Chapagetti which is loved by men and women of all

ramyun in Korea, the 50th anniversary

ages, Neoguri which is loved for its thick noodles, etc.

th

year of 2015 will be a very special year.
Nongshim will bring a breath of fresh air
to the stagnant instant noodle market
by revitalizing our original spirit at the
founding of the company to implement
endless research and development and
marketing.

In particular, Shin Ramyun which was launched in October 1986
received great response from the consumers with the spicy taste
that Koreans love and dominated the market by becoming the
leader of the domestic ramyun market from 1991. It has been
almost 30 years since the launch of Shin Ramyun, and even today,
it is a representative ramyun of Korea by taking up 20% of the total
market share in terms of a single item in regular packaged noodles
(excluding bowl or cup noodles). Shin Ramyun is also exported to

● Market

share in the instant noodle

over 80 countries all over the world and has become a global brand
that competes with the world's leading food brands.

market in 2014

Thanks to these efforts, Nongshim was selected as the No. 1
company in the ramyun sector by the 2014 National

62.4%

Customer Satisfaction Index (NCSI), as well as, the
best company for 6 consecutive years by the Dow Jones
Sustainability Index (DJSI) for the first time in the food
industry.

● Sales

trend of instant noodle business
(Unit : KRW in billions)

1,278.8

1,322.8

1,230.5

2012

2013

2014

Sales proportion of
instant noodle business in 2014

63.6%
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Exploring new
noodle markets
During 1990s, Nongshim industrialized premium
noodle series such as Japanese Style Udon
and Nongshim Garak Frozen Noodles and we
have made such efforts for continuous growth
of the domestic noodle market through the
launch of 'Doongji Cold Noodle' brand that have
industrialized Korea's traditional noodle and
the launch of Rice Noodle series in the 2000s.
In 2015, we plan to launch Wu Yuk Tang Myun
which features thicker noodles and richer soup
base to give customers a new experience.

Growth of
the rapidly emerging
bowl noodles
Proportion of container noodles is continuously
expanding in domestic ramyun market. As
the broth-less spicy bowl noodles market
was newly formed in reflection of the various
preferences of the younger generations, the
menu of bowl noodles initiated by the
younger generations is expected to further
diversify in 2015.

New challenges in 2015

the sales amount of regular packaged noodles market in 2014 was

have thick noodles that are twice the thickness of regular ramyun

expansion of SNS since 2010, two-way communication via SNS

In 2014, changes in the domestic food environment had a great

found to have decreased by 5.7% in comparison to the previous

and to be cooked within 5 minutes just as the existing ramyuns,

rather than one-way message via traditional media such as TV

impact on the ramyun market. With the increase of one person

year.

and its chewy texture unique to thick noodles is its selling point.

and newspaper has become more important in today's society.

households and people eating alone more frequently due to busy

According to the consumer survey, thick noodles are most preferred

lifestyles, consumers are seeking more convenient foods, and their

Launch of a new product with a new concept

by younger consumers who are the heavy users and the reason for

Therefore, constant communication with customers and efforts to

preferences of taste are becoming more diverse.

By rapidly changing environment, Nongshim focused on developing

this was found to be that younger consumers like noodles with good

accept changes will continue on eventhough we have been loved
for a long time in order to maintain their vitality.

technology for the qualitative growth of the domestic noodle

chewy texture and noodles that maintain resilience for a long time.

Because of this eating habit, bowl noodle market rapidly

industry rather than jumping into consumptive competition.

In 2015, Nongshim plans to launch a variety of new products with

increased, but the regular packaged noodle market in 2014 is

Especially, realization that ramyun was too focused on the

new concepts other than Wu Yuk Tang Myun so that we can fulfill

As Shin Ramyun was also qualitatively improved through the 2014

slightly stagnant. Therefore, advertisements and sales promotion

differentiation of broth flavor, we are now making efforts for a new

the consumers’ expectation.

renewal despite its unrivaled position in the domestic ramyun

competition to take the second place in the regular packaged

'differentiation of noodles'.

noodle market was fierce among the manufacturers. However,

Quality improvement for brands of longevity

market, Nongshim's longevity brands will not settle for the current
positions in the market but move one step closer to the lives

despite such competition, rivalry centered on sales promotion did

Wu Yuk Tang Myun which was newly launched in January 2015 is

Besides new products, activities to incorporate novelty to the

of the customers through quality improvement activities and

not contribute to the expansion of overall demand for ramyun as

the first result of this effort. The product has been developed to

existing longevity brands will also continue. With the influential

communication activities at various consumer contact points.
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Snack

Nongshim maintains continuous No. 1 market
share in the snacks sector

food consumption trend currently showing an increase of demand

Despite the stagnant environment of the overall snack market in

food menus to the consumers, which recently have become a hot

Nongshim seeks to lead the snack

2014, Nongshim has achieved 307.6 billion won (US $280 million)

issue and a communication channel for youth and new culture. The

market by expanding the appreciation

in sales. This result has been achieved in just 16 years since the

taste of popular foods and trends that can be found not only on the

Upgraded national
snack, Shrimp Crackers

by the next generations through

recorded sales of 200 billion won (US $180 million) in 1998. Once

streets of Korea such as Sangsudong streets near Hongdae in Seoul,

The 'national snack' Shrimp Crackers has

various activities including the recent

again, it proved that Nongshim is still the leader in the domestic

Kyungridan-gil in Itaewon, Garosu-gil in Sinsadong and Dongpirang-

revealed a newer look in 2014. The shrimp

launch of Sumi Potato Chips, as well

snack market. Along with sales, the market share rose by 0.5%

gil in Tongyeong south of the country, but also the foods and tastes

content per bag was increased from 7.9% to

compared to the previous year resulting at 32.0%, and operating

from around the world is to be recreated. This will begin in earnest

8.5% to enrich the flavor of fresh shrimp, and

profit also rose by 3.9% points.

starting with the Whole Wheat and Corn that has modelled on the

In 2014, Nongshim Sumi Potato Chips Honey Mustard has reached

Churros, and for this purpose, technological research to incorporate

3.6 million bags in sales just over a month through word of mouth

bakery-type technology on snacks is planned to be conducted at the

the constant quality that has been loved for

since the first day of the launch. This record is an unprecedented

same time.

43 years and its status as a product exported

and best record even for Nongshim as the leader of the snack

In addition, Nongshim plans to establish a power brand as well as

to 75 different countries.

market, and it even surpasses the record of the national snack,

sales increase through the refreshing strategy of longevity brands.

Shrimp Crackers. The success of Sumi Potato Chips has been

As with the improvement of package design and quality improvement

analyzed to be timely product launch that jumped in front of the

such as raising the shrimp content in Shrimp Crackers, a fresh breath

trend and also because stable supply of the product was possible.

of air will continue to be applied to longevity brands as well through

The state-of-the-art low-temperature storage facility and

taste improvement, addition of functional materials, etc.

as, our longevity brands that have
been loved for a long time such as
Shrimp Crackers, Onion Rings and
Honey Twist Snack.

● Market

share in the snack

technology which allowed the quality of Korean Sumi potatoes to

market in 2014

maintain a constant level of quality all throughout the seasons can
said to be the indispensable pride of our company.
Nongshim has shown remarkable growth in 2014 and plans to
continue this momentum in 2015 as well. For this purpose, the

32.0%

Sales proportion of
snack business in 2014
● Sales

trend of snack business
(Unit : KRW in billions)

307.6
290.9
276.5

2012

2013

2014

15.9%

for favorite foods is reflected by presenting representative street

the texture also became crispier. In addition,
luxurious golden design has been added to the
top and bottom of the package to emphasize
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Nongshim's long history of mineral water sales knowhow, the best
distribution network and superior product power by placing the

Beverage

catchment area in the Mt. Baekdu's clear zone ‘Naeducheon’ have
won the trust of the consumers. In order to develop Baeksansoo
into a mineral water brand that can compete with the leading

'Baeksan Mountain Water' is a self-

brands of the market in 2015, Nongshim's goal is to construct a

developed mineral water brand by

second Baeksansoo plant by making the largest investment since

Nongshim, and Nongshim is aimed

the founding of the company, 200 billion won (US $180 million),

to reclaim the No. 1 position in the

and begin plant operation in June 2015.

domestic mineral water market in

Continuous beverage market expansion

the next five years. Furthermore,

In 2014, with the technology from the famous grape juice company

Nongshim is realizing customer

Welch's, cloudy-type premium juice Farmerspick(flavors of grape

satisfaction through various products

and apple) that provides the unique taste and fruit aroma was

such as Welch's which is a grape juice

launched, and the product proved to be very popular. Power O2

brand with 140 years of tradition,

brand launched a sports lemon drink product with high magnesium

Capri Sun which is a natural fruit

content, and Ito-En brand promoted sales growth through the

juice drink and Power O2 which is

renewal of tea products.

emerging as a new powerhouse in
the sports drink market.

Preparing a base to leap forward through
differentiated products and competitiveness

Healthy water,
Baeksansoo

Nongshim has set an aggressive goal this year to advance into the
Big 3 beverage brand by 2018. We will increase profits through

Baeksansoo is spring water from volcanic rocks

business reorganization of Welch's and Campbell brands and seek

filtered again and again by the volcanic bedrock

plans that can cater to consumers of all ages by introducing Capri

in the Baekdu Mountain that rises through natural
forces, and it is mysterious water that maintains

Baeksan Mountain Water(hereinafter, Baeksansoo) which was

flowing within the volcanic bedrock of the Baekdu

new product categories such as reviewing the import of Adele

ambitiously launched by Nongshim in December 2012 rose to the

Mountain, and its differentiated value stems from

Holzner Company's sparkling water which is made

No.2 position within just two years of its launch and became a

● Sales

trend of beverage business
(Unit : KRW in billions)

new powerhouse in the domestic mineral water market. Sales of
Baeksansoo in 2014 increased by 57.6% compared to the previous
year and have recorded 5.4% market share in the mineral water

258.4

market, which is the highest achievement so far.

91.5

89.0

Nonghshim's Baeksansoo was the only domestic mineral water
brand that increased its market share for consecutive 9 months,
and especially, it accomplished the achievement of taking the No.2
position just in 4 months since taking the third position for the
first time in July 2014. It has been analyzed that factors such as

2012

2013

2014

Sun's new puree-type products. We will establish a stable sales

Baeksan Mountain Water takes No.2 position in the
mineral water market within 2 years of launch

foundation for brands through a new line-up from Power O2 as well,

6~7℃ all year round. Baeksansoo contains

and we will spare no efforts to expand sales through searching for

rich amount of natural minerals collected from

high contents of silica and molybdenum with

with mineral water from the Alps.

excellent mineral balance.

Sales proportion of
beverage business in 2014

4.6%
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Others

Establishment and expansion of strategic network
Nongshim has maintained partnership with global food companies
and brands such as Kellogg's, Nestle and Chupa Chups by being

Nongshim is currently implementing
overseas brands businesses
through strategic partnership with
global food companies and network
expansion. We are putting our best

recognized for our experience and knowhow as the best food
company in Korea for the past 50 consistent years. Currently,
diverse merchandise businesses are underway in 4 categories of
cereal, baked goods, food seasoning, sanitary aid, among others,
and Nongshim is steadily expanding business networks through
strategic partnership with new companies.

Partnerships with
global food companies
Nongshim has signed a domestic sales

efforts in the development and

Although the cereal market is continuously experiencing market

launch of new products through

reduction, Kellogg's holds dominant market share at No. 1 position

exhaustive market analysis based

company Perfetti Vanmelle in September

with 66.6% based on December 2014, and it is implementing

2014 and is actively supplying the product

on consumer trends such as the

aggressive marketing by launching a variety of new products such

through nationwide distribution channels

pursuit of health, convenience and

as 'Special K Blueberry' and 'Chex Choco Banana Space'.

such as supermarkets and convenience

high quality. Also, we plan to create

In addition, with the start of the dipping sauce 'Jjigeo' (3 flavors

new value by advancing into the

of 'Nacho Cheese', 'Salsa Sauce' and 'Garlic Cream Sauce') that

HMR market in the future.

was launched for the first time by a domestic food company

agreement for 'Mentos' with an Italian food

stores. 'Mentos' is expected to develop into
a major brand in the future product business.

in July 2014, the company plans to aggressively advance into
the convenience food business, and the company also plans to
continuously pursue research and development of health functional
foods based on the launch of 'Black Soybean Peptide' in January
2015. In the instant rice market, we are actively developing the
market through high value-added products such as 'Fresh Steamed
Grain Rice'.

Exports through exhumation of new customers
Exports are focused on product expansion in the Southeast Asian

●S
 ales trend of other businesses
(Unit : KRW in billions)
▒ Merchandise & Others ▒ Export

164.1
150.1
131.8

166.5
140.5

131.7

market, which is a major export market, and continuous expansion
of local distribution in Europe. In addition, we are dedicated
to expanding the Shin brand through creating new business
connections, furthermore, to increase sales and raise awareness
of Nongshim brands in future markets of India and Africa through
advertisements and local promotions.
In 2015, we plan to target the market more positively based on
the achievement in 2014. We will continue to increase the sales
of the Shin brand through diversification of business connections
aggressive marketing activities for the renewed Shin Ramyun, and
increase sales in Southern Europe. In addition, we will make efforts
to create new demands through products needed for advancing into
the vegan market, halal-certified products, etc.

2012

2013

2014

282.0

295.8

307.0

Sales proportion of
other businesses in 2014

15.9%

Nongshim
in the World
Nongshim has moved beyond
the title 'representative national
food company' which have been
accumulated for the past 50 years
and is growing into a 'world's
leading food company'. Based on
the Sales bases in the U.S. and
China, we are strengthening the
marketing, sales, and distribution
all over the world such as in the
U.S., China, Japan and Australia.
Please give us your support and
interest as Nongshim raises the
brand power by advancing not
only into the major markets like
Southeast Asia and Europe, but
also into future markets such as
India and Africa.

China
U.S.
Global Business
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China
We are continuing the growth trend
in the Chinese market based on
perfect division of labor for each
regional plant such as Shenyang
Nongshim that produces ramyun,
Yanbian Nongshim that produces
Baeksan Mountain Water and
Qingdao Nongshim that supplies
raw materials. In addition, from the
result of reinforcing our presence in
the Chinese market through market
expansion and competitiveness in
quality, Nongshim's sales in China has
achieved the highest record in 2014.

Establishing a foothold for infinite growth
Nongshim has achieved remarkable results in the Chinese market
beginning with the founding of Shanghai Nongshim in 1996 and followed
by operation of Qingdao Nongshim, Shenyang Nongshim and Yanbian
Nongshim. In 2014, we focused our efforts on developing opportunistic
vacant markets in outskirts and base locations of China by considering the
potential of the Chinese market, and as a result, we achieved an average

Following
the sun to the west
China is exporting dried agricultural products such
as dried scallion and dried shiitake mushrooms
to Korea and successfully opened new markets

growth rate of 30.9% compared to the previous year by recording $179

in the western inland regions such as Chongqing,

million in sales. The growth percentage and amount of each subsidiary

Xian and Chengdu, and reinforced the

compared to the previous year is as follows: Shanghai Nongshim at 26%

organizational structure in the eastern provinces

with $58.1 million, Shenyang Nongshim at 15% with $49 million, Qingdao
Nongshim at 34% with $52.5 million and Yanbian Nongshim at 118%

of China. In addition, media public relation was
reinforced through experts such as professors,
and advertising was actively progressed through

with $20 million. Nongshim's Chinese subsidiaries pursued sales increase

activities such as outdoor advertising on the

of Baeksan Mountain Water in 2014, and it resulted in sales performance

Bund, which is a landmark in Shanghai.

of $28 million, which is an average growth of 111%. Shanghai Nongshim
recorded 44% growth at $3 million, Shenyang Nongshim at 143% with
$5.2 million and Yanbian Nongshim at 118% with $20 million.
The upgrade of quality by acquiring eco-friendly certification mark
certified by a government agency and geographical indication certification
mark guaranteed by the state had a great impact on the sales increase

● Sales

trend of Chinese businesses
(Unit : 1 million USD)
* Total of individual sales of each Chinese branch

179

of Baeksan Mountain Water , and the establishment of a home delivery
system and expansion of events for the consumers such as water tasting
and product presentation events also had a positive influence on sales.
With the sales increase of Shin brand followed by the expansion of the

137
113

Chinese domestic market, sales amount increased by 16% compared
to the previous year at $39.5 million. Plus factors included increase of
quality through 'Shin Ramyun' renewal work and subsidiary material
improvement, as well as, unique advertisements such as advertisement
on the Aurora Building and on bus handles. In addition, with focused sales
promotion of 'Kimchi Ramyun', the product showed a 26% growth in the
Chinese market.
The growth acceleration of the Chinese businesses through the
expansion of the noodle market in China, which is showing continuous
growth, and vitalization of the snack business have been set as a
strategic direction for Nongshim in 2015 as well.

2012

2013

2014
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U.S.
Nongshim advanced into the
U.S. market through the export
of ramyun in 1971 and is
currently capturing the taste of
locals through various products
by implementing strategies
customized to each region and
specific market.

Market expansion through customized approach
Nongshim recorded 5.4% sales increase at $136.1 million compared the
previous year in 2014. Nongshim targeted the U.S. market under the
goal of profit expansion through product differentiation and expansion

Creating firm
status in the U.S.
● Sales

trend of U.S. businesses
(Unit : 1 million USD)

131

of Shin brand, as a result, achieved remarkable performances in each

136

sales promotion of Shin brand was focused
among the Asian markets. Especially,
we achieved 17.7% sales increase

factor such as the sales increase of 'Japanese Style Udon' and 'Shin

compared to the previous year in the

Ramyun Black Bowl' sold in Costco, and conversion to a direct supply

Canadian regions.

system for Korean American and Asian supermarkets also became plus

Ramyun' which targeted the vegan market.
In addition, Nongshim is striving to cultivate premium brands in
consideration of American consumers' preferences for organic and wellbeing products as product development is under progress for currently
popular trend in the North American food industry like kosher certified
products, which is a food safety certification, and gluten free products.
In terms of operation, an efficient system has been applied by
establishing an annual public relation plan with professional distribution
agencies and comprehensively applying plans to supermarket franchises.
Shin brand also showed a 9.5% growth compared to the previous year
by recording $51.8 in sales. The major cause behind this achievement
was the sale of 'Shin Ramyun Black Bowl' at Costco and sale of 'Shin
Ramyun Black' in markets located in the eastern and western regions,
as well as, in the Chinese American market. With the additional support
from promotions that actively utilized regional events and SNS, the
Shin Ramyun Black brand achieved an amazing 29.9% growth in sales
compared to the previous year.
In 2015, we plan to expand the sales of Shin Ramyun Black brand and
make full-scale advancement into specific markets through the launch
of vegan and kosher certified products. Furthermore, we will cultivate
expert sales human resources and focus on expanding customized
marketing activities at each market to increase sales.

by implementing aggressive sales promotion
Costco, Walmart and Sam's Club, whereas

sales increase in warehouse clubs has been determined to be a major

'Seoleongtang Cup' which is an adaptation of premium brands and 'Soon

has grown by 11.3% in the mainstream market
activities for direct local distribution such as

129

area to generate positive influence on sales increase. In particular,

factors. Launch of new products is also a notable achievement such as

The U.S. subsidiary Nongshim America

2012

2013

2014
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Nongshim Japan,
strengthening capability to
respond to local markets

Global
Business

Captivating Japan with the spicy taste of Korea

markets such as focusing on sales of small-portioned instant foods.

Nongshim Japan currently has 5 operating bases in Tokyo, Osaka,

In addition, we will spare no efforts in increasing the sales by affiliate

Nagoya, Sendai and Kyushu, which has propagated Nongshim products

companies such as expansion of the House Company's product category

Nongshim Japan plans to increase the sales of Shin

by a strategy that targets top supermarkets in each operating base.

and development of new Ito-En Company's products.

brand by reinforcing tasting events and promotions

Nongshim is capturing the taste of the locals

Nongshim is being evaluated to have changed the Japanese ramyun

Stable establishment in local markets

by establishing Nongshim subsidiaries in

history which was mainly about mild tasting ramyun. Nongshim Japan

In February 2014, Nongshim established a subsidiary in Australia with

Japan and Australia, and we are expanding

has assigned all sales employees from local human resources in order to

the foresight that there is a large growth potential in Australia as annual

satisfy the needs of the local

distribution according to the type of each

thoroughly respond to the consumer needs and has developed 'Korean

ramyun consumption is increasing by 3~7% each year. Also, Australia

customers by focusing on sales

market by dividing the markets into the main

Seaweed Ramyun', which contains seaweed that the locals like, and

is expected to become a springboard for the entry into countries in

market (Southeast Asia, overseas Chinese),

'Uma Ramyun' for customers’ diversified tastes.

the South Pacific such as New Zealand, Papua New Guinea and Fiji.

strategic market (Europe, Oceania) and future

Nongshim Japan will not only stop here but reinforce 2015 experiential

Nongshim's Australian subsidiary improved the profit structure of

market (India, Africa, Middle East), as well as,

marketing and plans to reinforce the competence to respond to local

business connections through the effort to stabilize the prices of the

Especially, from the result of focusing on the sales of Shin Ramyun,

Asian market and achieved a total of $8.72 million in sales in 2014 by

by reinforcing marketing.

diversifying the supply chain of the local markets.
Besides, we plan to secure direct distribution infrastructure while
United Kingdom
Shin Ramyun sold at
Tesco, Asda

increasing sales in the Asian market by increasing sales in Arabian
Netherlands

Canada

Nongshim product
sold at Amsterdam
airport store

markets and new markets, as well as, by stabilizing prices and setting

No. 2 in noodles
market with M/S
of 15%

reasonable sales price.

China
Shin Ramyun
advertisements at
Aurora, Waitan,
Shanghai

Germany
Product sold by
around 20 local
distributors

France
Shin Ramyun sold at
Mont Blanc store, at
highest peak of the Alps

Nepal
Switzerland

Italy
Shin Ramyun sold at duty
free store inside Food and
Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations
headquarters

Sold by no. 1
distributor,
Migros

Global business, constantly growing major market
Japan

USA

April 10th is Shin
Ramyun day, Shin
Ramyun fan club in
operation

First food brand to close
direct distribution
contract with Walmart

market, strategic market and future market based on several market
types such as Southeast Asia, Europe and Oceania.
Among these, Southeast Asian and overseas Chinese markets are the
major markets. Especially, Malaysia recorded sales increase of 49% at

First Best Food &
Beverage Award in
2014

Kenya

Brazil
50 types of products,
including Shin
Ramyun, sold

Islam
Halal Shin Ramyun
targeting Muslim
market

From Jungfrau in Switzerland, the highest
peak in Europe, to the most southern part
of the Earth, Punta Arenas, Chile

$2.47 million compared to the previous year as the market for Halal
certified products, certification from the Korea Muslim Federation, was
expanded. In the European market, the expansion of entry into local
distribution centering on Shin brand resulted in positive influence to

Australia

sales, and we are also making efforts to create new business connections

Australian branch
established in
January, 2014

in India, Africa, Nepal, Mongolia, etc.
Chile

Shin
Ramyun
world map

which is 10.9% increase compared to the previous year. This is the result
of reinforcing marketing activities according to the division of major

Shin Ramyun sold
at guest houses in
the Himalayas

Malaysia

Ramyun first food product
to be sold through local TV
home shopping

Global business in 2014 recorded $133.4 million in export sales overall,

Shin Ramyun store popular
in Punte Arenas, most
southern part of the Earth

Meanwhile, we have entered into major local distribution companies in
Nepal, Ghana, Kazakhstan, etc.

utilizing kitchen cars. In addition, we plan to expand
sales of Hooroorook Cold Noodle, Potato
Noodle Soup and Jjigae Ramyun,
and actively develop products that

of instant soups and
microwavable products.

Sustainability
Management
We bring happiness to our customers through safe and healthy food.
Crafting your happiness by tomorrow, Nongshim is committed to our
responsibility and role as a corporate citizen. For the health of our
customers, we are dedicated to food safety and are leading environmental
protection in front to reserve the environment to next generation.
In addition, we are sharing the love we've received from our customers
with the neighbors in need and creating a circle of happiness.

Food Safety Culture
Green Management
Social Contribution
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The first step for ensuring food safety, the Food
Safety Research Institute
Food Safety Research Institute is developing technologies that can

Food
Safety
Culture

predict and reduce various hazards which can arise during
the entire process of food production in order to develop food
that are safe to eat.
Since receiving the official approval concerning physics and
chemistry from the Korea Laboratory Accreditation Scheme
accreditation on 7 types of inspections from KOLAS such as

Healthier solution from the natural taste of
ingredients

radiation detection in May 2009, acrylamide, GMO, pathogenic

While Nongshim has stopped the use of MSG in all products made

bacteria, pesticide residues, fatty acid composition and cholesterol.

in Korea since February 2007, Nongshim is capturing the taste of

Especially, it’s more meaningful because radiation detection is the

the public through the rich flavor created from the main ingredient

first accreditation in Korea and acrylamide is the first accreditation

of shiitake mushrooms.

in the industry. In addition, Nongshim has been designated as

Also, instead of using special preservatives, the shelf life of products

a rice/brown rice variety verification agency based on genetic

are maintained through natural refined oil with zero trans fat,

analysis technology by the National Agricultural Products Quality

organic tocopherols, green tea extract catechin or special drying

Management Service, and it is currently under the operation since

methods.

June 2012.

In addition to this, we are continuing research and development to

Also, Nongshim has emerged as a leader in the certification of

lower the sodium content in all ramyun products, and we are also

HACCP, which is considered the barometer of food safety. Since

giving our best efforts to develop healthy foods with new concepts

the HACCP certification for cold noodle at Anyang Plant in 1999

such as low-calorie ramyun, non-fried dried noodles, and ramyuns

for the first time among domestic companies, Nongshim acquired

and snacks with higher nutritional values.

(KOLAS) for the first time in 1997, Nongshim has received

HACCP certification in 2004 for high-speed production line at Gumi
Plant, instant rice production line and fresh noodle production

Quality assurance activities throughout the world

line at Anyang Plant, as well as, powder soups at Anseong Plant

Nongshim equips quality management system thorough controls

in 2006. Since then, all products produced at the Noksan Plant

all processes such as product manufacturing, distribution and

such as 'Doongji Cold Noodle' and 'Hooroorook Noodle' as well as

customer communication. The 'Global QA (Quality Assurance)'

raw potato vacuum chip production line at Asan Plant received

activity established through over 40 billion won(US $40 million)

HACCP certification. In 2011, an amazing feat of receiving HACCP

during 2 years (since 2008) and the 'Customer Satisfaction Project'

certification for the all plants and products has been achieved.

are good examples.
Among them, 'Nongshim's Food Safety Research Institute in

Nongshim

China', which was established in Qingdao, China, in 2011,

considers

a food safety system is being operated to prevent biological and

food safety as a

chemical hazards in advance through the detection of pathogenic

top priority to provide

microorganisms, additives, antibiotics, pesticide residues and

safe and reliable food. Various

radiation by dispatching talented researchers in Korea.

research and development activities

In addition, all systems related to analysis and research areas of

of the Nongshim Group headed by the Food

the Food Safety Research Institute are being managed according

Safety Research Institute is being recognized not

to the international standard ISO/IEC 17025, and the level

only in Korea but also worldwide. Furthermore, Nongshim

of management is being raised continuously through annual

pours all the efforts in food safety activities to make it as a

international proficiency testing for inspection capability concerning

culture throughout the society.

each corresponding item.
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Green
Management

3G Campaign and efforts to reduce carbon emissions
Nongshim has been conducting the 3G Campaign since 2009 to
achieve eco-friendly management goals. 3G Campaign refers
to the following: 'Green Product', which is to acquire carbon
emission certification and reduce carbon emission discharge during
product manufacturing; 'Green Process', which is to implement
environmental conservation through energy reduction; 'Green
Partnership', which is to create harmony between the environment
and businesses by seeking new eco-friendly businesses.
In particular, Nongshim researched ways to measure and reduce
carbon emissions for all products and establishments by forming
a 'Carbon Management TF Team' in 2010 and 'Energy TF Team' in
2011 centering on internal and external experts to reduce carbon
emissions. Accordingly, Nongshim was able to build an eco-friendly
corporate image internally and externally by receiving carbon
emission certification for major ramyun and snack products such as
Chip Potato and Doongji Cold Noodle.
In addition, Nongshim now has a total of 12 types of carbon
emission certified products by acquiring carbon emission
certification for 4 types of Sumi Potato Chips during 2012~2013
and for Taepung Cold Noodle in 2014.

Closer to nature, Green Factory
Nongshim's main plants are equipped with eco-friendly systems.
Noksan Plant in Busan is equipped with a natural lighting system
that significantly reduced power consumption during the production
process, and Asan Plant is equipped with the first wind and
photovoltaic generating facilities as well as geothermal heating and

Green management is the effort to
pursue the health and happiness of

cooling system in the industry, which enables 57 million won
(US $51,000) in energy cost savings and 132 tons of carbon dioxide
reduction per year.

customers. Due to the fact, clean

In addition, Gumi Plant was designated as an excellent business

environment is the foundation of

establishment for environmental experience by the Gyeonsangbuk-

making safe food; Nongshim continues

do Province in January 2015 and was recognized for the efforts to

to implement green management.

build an eco-friendly production system.
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Social
Contribution

Nongshim's social contribution activities, Operation
Commission of Nongshim Social Service Corps (SSC)

a basis for young people to freely explore and seek the truth. And

Nongshim SCC which was launched in March 2007 pursues 'long-

projects, the foundation is also creating an environment where

lived company that coexists with the community’. Accordingly,

young people can express their talents and abilities.

we donate products to neighbors in need and community facilities
and implement volunteer activities to apply the nature of being

Share the memories, Children's Day Event

a food company. Economic education for local children has been

On May 5, the Children's Day, a special experiential funfair is

in progress for 11 years and lunch offering volunteer service by

held at the outdoor square in front of Nongshim's headquarter

visiting day centers for the aged has been in progress for

in Sindaebang-dong. Children who come to visit the event can

10 years with the employee families. In addition, Nongshim SCC's

participate in many programs along with their family as they walk

Operation Commission in each Nongshim's business establishment

around and enjoy a special snack gift set prepared by Nongshim.

systematically and continuously provides social contribution by

The program includes various games, children's stickers, nail

establishing annual community service programs based on the

art service, souvenir photograph with raccoon character, among

slogan "we pursue neighbors' happiness through sharing love with

others. Nongshim will hold these Children’s Day events anually to

them".

give happy memories with present of laughter for our future hope

Leading the development of local communities,
Farmers' Win-Win Project

children.

Nongshim will enter into a mutual win-win agreement in April 30

Creating synergy through donation events in
connection with agencies

that will increase the purchase of domestic potatoes and beef leg

Nongshim is practicing donation events in conjunction with various

bones for the stabilization of domestic farm income, and Nongshim

agencies. Nongshim shared the love with neighbors in need at home

is contributing to the development of domestic agriculture by

and abroad through events such as 'Love Sharing Baseball' which is

raising the proportion of domestic raw material usage. Accordingly,

the only donation activity in conjunction with a professional baseball

Nongshim plans to expand the purchase amount of domestic

game, 'Jjapagetti Donation Tower' event held as a part of the '2014

agricultural products such as potatoes to 26 thousand tons by 2020

Incheon China Cultural Festival', and '1 Liter for Life' which is a

and 1.2 thousand tons for Korean beef leg bone.

donation campaign jointly conducted with the Korea Food for the

Making united effort to help, 'Love Sharing Happy
Fund'
'Love Sharing Happy Fund' is a voluntary fundraising, and our
employees made a united effort to donate a certain amount from
their salary and was able to raise about 800 million won (US
$730,000). About 700 million won (US $630,000) of this fund was
used in a variety of ways such as ramyun donations, welfare facility
maintenance and food service to help neighbors in need, and the
range of help is being expanded as relief goods and our instant
noodle products are given to overseas disaster areas as well.

tomorrow through the Nongshim philosophy

The dream of human resource development,
Youlchon Foundation Scholarship Project

'in pursuit of coexistence and happiness with

Youlchon Foundation is dedicated to fostering human resources

willingness to share with neighbors' is the

and supporting true education. Through scholarship projects and

world that Nongshim will create in the future.

academic research support projects, the foundation is establishing

Cultivating a world of coexistence and happier

by establishing youth training centers and conducting operational

Hungry International (KFHI) to celebrate the World Water Day.
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Management’s Discussion & Analysis
Overview

Financial
Review
Management’s Discussion & Analysis

our commitment in the development of new categories through
the development of functional materials, introduction of the latest

Nongshim is a representative company in the domestic food industry

equipment, etc.

that pursues longevity food to spread health and happiness to the

In 2015, Nongshim plans to promote the philosophy of Nongshim and at

consumers with better food. Our main business includes sale of instant

the same time revive Nongshim ramyun with the theme that

noodle, snack, beverage and import brands and we conduct business

consumers can appreciate by launching the technology-intensive

not only in Korea, but also export main products to over 90 countries

products that have been prepared to express our appreciation for the

around the world. Furthermore, we will aggressively leap toward a

support from our customers during the past 50 years. Also, we plan to not

global food company based on the foundation accumulated during the

only increase sales, but also establish brand power through the refreshing

past 50 years such as differentiated technology, consumers familiar

strategy for longevity brands in the snack business. In the beverage

brand value and distribution network established worldwide.

business, we plan to stabilize the quality and prepare a springboard for a
new leap forward based on Baeksan Mountain Water , which is emerging

Non-consolidated Statements of Financial Position

Business environment and growth strategy

Non-consolidated Statements of Income

Although the total demand is stable in the market of instant noodle

In overseas business, we are developing sales growth through the

Non-consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income

business, there are significant impact on sales and profitability from

following activities: expansion of frontier regions in hub nations with

sales competition between competitors and policy issues such as fair

premium strategy based on highly differentiated 'Shin' brand, targeting

trade regulation, large distribution regulation, food safety, energy and

retail market by utilizing local human resources, expansion of entry into

the environment. In addition, although elasticity of demand is relatively

major distribution channels in European regions, promotional activities

Consolidated Statements of Financial Position

low due to the prices, the increase in demand for competitive goods

customized to the characteristics of each developing country, etc. In

Consolidated Statements of Income

followed by changes in consumer preferences such as the well-being

particular, we plan to create an opportunity to advance into overseas

Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income

trend and the reduction of major consumer groups due to demographic

business by implementing full-scale entry into the Chinese mineral

changes followed by low fertility and aging population are becoming the

water market in 2015.

Non-consolidated Statements of Changes in Equity
Non-consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

Consolidated Statements of Changes in Equity
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

causes of falling market demand.

as a new powerhouse in the domestic mineral water market.

In addition, the snack market is a mature market and shows stable

Major business performances

sales trend that is not largely influenced by economic fluctuations.

Nongshim's sales (amount prior to the exclusion of sales allowance)

However, fluctuations in profitability is possible due to market prices

in 2014 showed a 3.3% reduction at 1.93 trillion won (US $1.8 billion)

and intensified sales promotion competition because the cost of raw

compared to the previous year due to distribution recession and

materials account for a big portion in the cost structure, and the

heightened market competition, whereas operating profit showed a

reduction of major consumer groups due to increase of competitive

23.0% reduction at 70.9 billion won (US $64.5 million) compared to the

goods and demographic changes are becoming the main causes of

previous year.

slow quantitative growth.

Sales in the instant noodle business which is our flagship business

On the other hand, the beverage industry has stable total demand, but

recorded a 7.0% reduction at 1.23 trillion won (US $ 1.1 billion)

the market is very competitive because of rapid trend change and low

compared to the previous year. Sales in snack business showed 5.8%

entry barrier. Entry into the beverage market from pharmaceutical and

increase at 307.6 billion won (US $280 million) compared to the

milk companies through the functional beverage category is expected

previous year, beverage business showed 2.7% decrease at 89 billion

to continuously expand, and increase in size through M&A between

won (US $81 million) and products and other businesses showed

companies is also expected to continue.

3.8% increase at 307 billion won (US $279 million). In addition, the

To overcome these situations and achieve growth, Nongshim has

sales proportion of each business in 2014 was found to be 63.6% for

continuously promoted improvement of main products and demand

instant noodles, 15.9% for snacks, 4.6% for beverages and 15.9% for

for new products. We are satisfying the needs of the consumers by

overseas brands sales and other businesses.

launching existing products with added value such as 'Shin Ramyun

Steady growth continued in the global business as well. Exports

Black', 'Vegetable Ramyun' and 'Sumi Potato Chips', and we are

increased by 10.9% compared to the previous year, and the Chinese

maintaining stable market leadership by giving our best efforts

and U.S. subsidiaries with local plants especially led the global growth

to ensure food safety such as sodium reduction. We will continue

by recording sales growth of 30.9% and 5.4% respectively.
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Instant noodle

Snack

Financial Status

● Sales

Sales Breakdown (Unit : KRW in billions, %)
Beverage

Others

2014 1,934.2
1,230.5

307.6

89.0

307.0

(63.6%)

(15.9%)

(4.6%)

(15.9%)

2013 2,001.0
1,322.8

290.9

91.5

295.8

(66.1%)

(14.5%)

(4.6%)

(14.8%)

Nongshim's total sales in 2014 were recorded at 1.93 trillion won

million) compared to the previous year due to sales reduction. The

Nongshim's current total assets at the end of 2014 have decreased

(US $1.8 billion), and the performances of each business are as

gross profit net sales ratio did not show significant fluctuation at

by 0.6% at 2.12 trillion won (US $1.94 billion) compared to the

follows.

27.6% compared to the previous year at 27.4%.

previous year at 2.13 trillion won. Current assets showed 7.2%

Sales in the instant noodle business decreased by 7.0% at 1.23

Selling and administrative expenses showed a 1.1% increase at

decrease at 732.2 billion won (US $666 million) due to decrease

trillion won (US $ 1.1 billion) compared to the previous year. This

425.8 billion won (US $387 million) compared to the previous year.

of short-term financial instruments and cashable assets, and non-

is the result of stagnant ramyun market as well as low-price sales

In terms of major items, advertisement expenses and logistics-

current assets recorded 3.3% increase at 1.38 trillion won (US

promotion competition. Nongshim's instant noodle business in 2014

related expenses increased by 3.0% and 0.5% at 59.9 billion

$1.26 billion) from the influence of increase in investments by

was unsatisfactory as both regular packaged noodles and bowl

won (US $54.5 million) and 71.5 billion won (US $65 million)

subsidiaries and affiliates.

noodles showed negative growth.

respectively, whereas service expenses decreased by 5.5% at 52

The company's total liability has decreased by 7.6% at 575.2 billion

Sales in the snack business achieved 5.8% increase at 307.6 billion

billion won (US $47 million).

won (US $524 million) compared to the previous year, which is a

won (US $280 million) compared to the previous year due to the

Accordingly, Nongshim's 2014 operating profit recorded a 23.0%

decrease by 47.5 billion won (US $43.2 million). In terms of each

Market Share (Unit : %)

steady sales increase from the flagship products such as 'Shrimp

decrease at 70.9 billion won (US $64.5 million) compared to the

item, the main cause was the decrease of current liabilities by 7.5%

●Instant noodle

Crackers', 'Honey Twist Snack' and 'Sumi Potato Chips’. The

previous year, and operating profit percentage fell by 1.0% point

due to the decrease of trade payables and loan.

achievement of over 300 billion won (US $273 million) in sales was

at 3.9% compared to the previous year. On the other hand, net

There were no fluctuations in capital in 2014, and equity capital,

accomplished in just 16 years since the recorded sales of 200 billion

finance costs decreased by 44.7% from 14.2 billion won to 7.8

including 34.2 billion won (US $31 million) increase in earned

●Snack

2013

2014

2013

2014

won (US $182 million) in 1998, and this achievement once again

billion won (US $7.1 million) compared to the previous year due the

surplus, showed 2.3% increase at 1.54 trillion won (US $1.4 billlion)

65.9

62.4

31.5

32.0

showed Nongshim's dominance in the domestic snack market. In

decrease in foreign currency translation gain.

compared to the previous year.

addition, as the market share was increased by 0.5% at 32.0%

In addition, net income before corporate tax expenses showed

compared to the previous year, the influence within the snack

18.3% decrease at 100.4 billion won (US $914 million) compared

* Source : AC Nielsen RI

(Unit : KRW in billions)
2014

2013

732.2

789.1

market is steadily expanding for the past 3 years since 2012.

to the previous year, and accordingly, net income for the year after

Current assets

Sales in the beverage business showed promise with 57.6%

the exclusion of corporate tax expenses recorded 68.1 billion won

Non-current assets

1,384.5

1,340.9

increase of Baeksan Mountain Water compared to the previous

(US $62 million).

Total assets

2,116.8

2,129.9

483.9

523.0

(Unit : KRW in billions)

year, but resulted in a decrease of 2.7% at 89 billion won (US $81
million) compared to the previous year. This seems to be the impact
from the overall recession in the beverage market. Sales in the
product and other businesses increased by 1.5% compared to the
previous year despite the stagnation and reduction of the relevant
markets, and exports also recorded 6.7% sales increase at 140.5
billion won (US $127 million) due to the efforts such as expansion
of major markets and creation of new demands.

Sales *
Operating income
Operating income margin
Net income
Net income margin
* Excluded sales allowances

2014

2013

1,801.3

1,870.8

70.9

92.1

3.9%

4.9%

68.1

92.6

3.8%

5.0%

Current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Total liabilities
Total shareholders’ equity

91.3

99.7

575.2

622.7

1,541.6

1,507.2

Status of Consolidated Subsidiaries
Nongshim has invested in domestic and overseas subsidiaries with
purposes such as management strategy for business globalization
and ensuring fresh natural raw materials and the details of

● Profitability

investment on connected subsidiaries and affiliate companies

Nongshim's profitability is being affected by fluctuations in the

currently at the end of 2014 is as follows.

market prices of raw materials such as international raw wheat and
palm oil prices. The recent prices of the raw materials are somewhat

Classification

limited in terms of growth due to the uncertainty of foreign
economy. Nongshim is sparing no efforts in cost rate management
through securing stable business connections and thorough risk
management in response to raw material price fluctuations.
The company's cost of sales in 2014 has decreased by 3.9% at 1.3
trillion won (US $1.18 billion) compared to the previous year and
gross profit showed 3.2% decrease at 496.7 billion won (US $452

Subsidiaries

Company name

Ownership(%)

Nongshim (HongKong), Ltd.

96.74

Nongshim Holdings USA, Inc.

100.00

Nongshim Japan, Inc.

100.00

Nongshim Baeksan Mountain Water Co., Ltd.*

88.96

Nongshim Communications Co., Ltd.

100.00

Nongshim Australia Pty, Ltd.

100.00

* The company name changed on April 10, 2014, from Sangsun Waters Co., Ltd. to
Nongshim Baeksan Mountain Water Co., Ltd.
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Non-consolidated Statements of Financial Position

As of December 31,
2014 and 2013

Nongshim Co., Ltd.

(Unit : Korean Won)
Dec. 31. 2014

Non-consolidated Statements of Income
Nongshim Co., Ltd.

(Unit : Korean Won)

Dec. 31. 2013

Dec. 31. 2014
Ⅰ. Sales

● Assets
Ⅰ. Current assets

732,235,907,570

Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term financial instruments
Other financial assets
Trade receivables
Other receivables
Inventories
Other current assets

789,068,202,325

41,457,186,698

73,884,933,059

377,000,000,000

407,000,000,000

38,335,000

26,635,000

153,021,334,310

155,637,018,824

13,700,405,598

17,159,888,415

139,018,681,021

129,420,831,695

7,999,964,943

Ⅱ. Non-current assets
Long-term financial instruments

7,500,000

12,785,828,305

12,700,478,835

6,938,823,500

6,711,511,900

Investments in subsidiaries and affiliates

310,260,519,234

237,452,699,804

Tangible assets

857,993,284,436

885,614,933,761

15,328,105,414

16,240,766,233

investments in real estate

180,956,745,284

181,824,052,435

Other non-current assets

267,679,808

Accounts receivable - other
Other financial assets

Intangible assets

Total assets

Ⅳ. Selling and Administrative expenses
Ⅴ. Operating profit

1,340,851,828,889

7,500,000

Ⅱ. Cost of sales
Ⅲ. Gross profit

5,938,895,332
1,384,538,485,981

For the years ended December 31,
2014 and 2013

Dec. 31. 2013
1,801,320,197,190

1,870,807,164,570

(1,304,620,979,512)

(1,357,455,691,568)

496,699,217,678

513,351,473,002

(425,766,421,899)

(421,248,623,824)

70,932,795,779

92,102,849,178

Other income

26,690,354,571

20,942,946,066

Other costs

(5,095,162,683)

(4,404,783,643)

Finance income

15,526,459,586

19,546,076,660

Finance costs

(7,700,581,000)

Ⅵ. Profit before income tax
Income tax expense

(5,395,138,332)
100,353,866,253

(32,292,190,409)

Ⅶ. Net profit

122,791,949,929
(30,179,709,427)

68,061,675,844

92,612,240,502

Basic

11,770

16,016

Diluted

11,770

16,016

Ⅷ. Earning per share

299,885,921
2,116,774,393,551

2,129,920,031,214

● Liabilities
Ⅰ. Current liabilities

483,876,312,214

522,988,397,302

Accounts payables

252,060,637,720

280,169,855,083

Other payables

126,643,472,044

129,910,537,376

Borrowings

61,555,200,000

73,871,000,000

Income tax liabilities

17,166,801,895

9,973,859,192

7,098,363,170

7,480,524,942

19,351,837,385

21,582,620,709

Provisions
Other current liabilities
Ⅱ. Non-current liabilities

91,337,730,168

Non-consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income
Nongshim Co., Ltd.

17,720,912,267

19,954,042,087

Ⅰ. Net profit

Deferred tax liabilities

59,635,893,711

65,875,709,104

Ⅱ. Other comprehensive income (loss) after tax

Other non-current liabilities
Total liabilities

13,467,568,778

13,823,869,817

513,355,412

87,588,718

Gain on evaluation of available-for-sale financial instruments
Recalibration factors of retirement benefit obligations

575,214,042,382

622,729,607,028

30,413,210,000

30,413,210,000

● Equity
Ⅰ. Share capital
Ⅱ. Share premium

123,720,854,309

123,720,854,309

Ⅲ. Other reserves

(76,394,967,520)

(76,567,269,713)

Ⅵ. Retained earning

1,463,821,254,380

1,429,623,629,590

Total equity

1,541,560,351,169

1,507,190,424,186

Total liabilities and equity

2,116,774,393,551

2,129,920,031,214

(Unit : Korean Won)
Dec. 31. 2014

99,741,209,726

Retirement benefit obligations
Other long-term employee benefit obligations

For the years ended December 31,
2014 and 2013

Ⅲ. Total comprehensive income (loss)

Dec. 31. 2013

68,061,675,844

92,612,240,502

(10,561,244,861)
172,302,193

(3,305,522,675)
(259,202,800)

(10,733,547,054)

(3,046,319,875)
57,500,430,983

89,306,717,827
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Non-consolidated Statements of Changes in Equity

For the years ended December 31,
2014 and 2013

Nongshim Co., Ltd.

(Unit : Korean Won)
Share Capital

Balance as of January 1, 2013
Profit for the year

Share Premium

30,413,210,000
-

123,720,854,309
-

Other Reserves

Retained Earnings

(76,308,066,913)

1,363,188,212,963

-

92,612,240,502

92,612,240,502

-

Recalibration factors of retirement
benefit obligations

-

-

(259,202,800)
-

(3,046,319,875)

(259,202,800)
(3,046,319,875)

Total comprehensive income
(loss) for the year

-

-

(259,202,800)

89,565,920,627

89,306,717,827

Dividends to stockholders

-

-

-

(23,130,504,000)

(23,130,504,000)

Balance as of December 31, 2013 30,413,210,000

123,720,854,309

(76,567,269,713)

1,429,623,629,590

1,507,190,424,186

Balance as of January 1, 2014
Profit for the year

30,413,210,000

123,720,854,309

(76,567,269,713)

1,429,623,629,590

1,507,190,424,186

-

-

-

68,061,675,844

68,061,675,844

For the years ended December 31,
2014 and 2013

Nongshim Co., Ltd.

Total
1,441,014,210,359

Other comprehensive income
Gain on evaluation of availablefor-sale financial instruments

Non-consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

(Unit : Korean Won)
Dec. 31. 2014

Ⅰ. Cash flows from operating activities
Profit for the year

Dec. 31. 2013

81,314,619,304

151,175,205,831

68,061,675,844

92,612,240,502

Adjustment of non-cash items

111,303,208,921

99,731,547,001

Adjustment of working capital

(82,055,291,156)

(24,685,358,031)

Interest received

12,957,290,645

16,517,662,701

Interest paid

(1,080,023,304)

(2,016,613,907)

Dividend received
Income tax paid

95,025,600

190,010,000

(27,967,267,246)

(31,174,282,435)

Ⅱ. Cash flows from investing activities
1. Cash inflows from investing activities
Decrease of long & short-term financial instruments

(75,829,939,255)

(94,661,245,961)

418,416,383,178

403,164,390,150

407,000,000,000

385,000,000,000

Disposal of equity invested in affiliates

-

262,698,846

Decrease of other financial assets

-

15,000,000,000

Decrease of other trade receivables

2,322,487,698

2,200,184,680

Other comprehensive income

Disposal of tangible assets

8,826,157,010

483,768,164

Gain on evaluation of availablefor-sale financial instruments

-

Disposal of intangible assets

Recalibration factors of retirement
benefit obligations

-

Total comprehensive income
(loss) for the year

-

Dividends to stockholders

-

172,302,193

-

172,302,193

Disposal of real estate invested
-

-

(10,733,547,054)

(10,733,547,054)

2. Cash outflows from investing activities
Increase of short-term financial instruments

-

172,302,193

57,328,128,790

57,500,430,983

-

-

-

(23,130,504,000)

(23,130,504,000)

Balance as of December 31, 2014 30,413,210,000

123,720,854,309

(76,394,967,520)

1,463,821,254,380

1,541,560,351,169

Increase of cash from net change in consolidation scope
Increase of other financial assets
Increase of other trade receivables
Acquisition of tangible assets

50,000,000

-

217,738,470

217,738,460

(494,246,322,433)

(497,825,636,111)

(377,000,000,000)

(407,000,000,000)

(72,807,819,430)

(59,527,647,620)

(11,700,000)

(20,345,000)

(2,374,261,055)

(4,318,561,369)

(41,553,394,461)

(24,676,348,923)

Acquisition of intangible assets

(273,037,707)

(2,214,851,199)

Acquisition of real estate

(226,109,780)

Ⅲ. Cash flows from financing activities
1. Cash inflows from financing activities
Increase of borrowings
2. Cash outflows from financing activities
Redemption of borrowings
Dividend paid
Ⅳ. Effect of exchange rate fluctuations on cash held

(67,882,000)
(37,900,160,090)

141,786,100,000

(32,990,236,690)
134,281,200,000

141,786,100,000

134,281,200,000

(179,686,260,090)

(167,271,436,690)

(156,557,900,000)

(144,141,300,000)

(23,128,360,090)

(23,130,136,690)
(12,266,320)

(5,930)

(32,427,746,361)

23,523,717,250

Ⅵ. Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the year

73,884,933,059

50,361,215,809

Ⅶ. Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year

41,457,186,698

73,884,933,059

Ⅴ. Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
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Consolidated Statements of Financial Position

As of December 31,
2014 and 2013

Nongshim Co., Ltd. and its subsidiaries

(Unit : Korean Won)
Dec. 31. 2014

Consolidated Statements of Income
Nongshim Co., Ltd. and its subsidiaries

(Unit : Korean Won)

Dec. 31. 2013

● Assets

For the years ended December 31,
2014 and 2013

Dec. 31. 2014
Ⅰ. Sales

Ⅰ. Current assets

899,644,488,907

918,340,108,406

Cash and cash equivalents

115,370,644,844

111,567,191,946

Short-term financial instruments

381,338,471,144

410,300,000,000

Other financial assets

38,335,000

58,780,000

Trade receivables

195,884,821,247

203,377,288,734

Other receivables

16,972,666,398

18,002,318,672

173,038,908,569

157,192,299,835

16,099,109,292

16,679,311,921

Inventories
Other current assets
Income tax assets

901,532,413

Ⅱ. Non-current assets
Long-term financial instruments

10,000,000

13,571,233,577

13,593,827,747

6,967,388,500

6,740,076,900

1,088,115,862,298

1,058,964,902,587

34,497,060,749

35,473,399,920

Investments in real estate

180,956,745,284

181,824,052,435

Other non-current assets

268,802,379

303,542,883

Deferred income tax assets

100,493,365

141,106,274

Other financial assets
Tangible assets
Intangible assets

Total assets

Selling and Administrative expenses

2,224,132,075,059

2,086,651,379,293

(1,456,355,028,555)

(1,500,535,418,294)

585,347,641,445
(511,804,528,069)

Ⅳ. Operating profit

1,297,050,908,746

10,000,000

Accounts receivable-other

Ⅲ. Gross profit

1,162,917,298
1,324,487,586,152

Ⅱ. Cost of sales

Dec. 31. 2013

2,041,702,670,000

586,115,960,999
(493,513,244,356)

73,543,113,376

92,602,716,643

Other income

23,356,499,404

18,359,466,297

Other costs

(6,831,435,438)

(5,742,299,933)

Finance income

16,993,372,147

20,142,286,229

Finance costs

(9,731,749,304)

(7,283,511,247)

Share of gain(loss) of equity method accounted investees

-

Ⅴ. Profit before income tax
Income tax expense

(18,469,741)
97,329,800,185

(32,874,827,973)

Ⅵ. Net profit

118,060,188,248
(31,163,649,204)

64,454,972,212

86,896,539,044

Ⅶ. Profit attributable to :
Stockholders of the Company

65,003,436,542

88,395,966,709

(548,464,330)

(1,499,427,665)

Basic

11,241

15,286

Diluted

11,241

15,286

Non-controlling interest
Ⅷ. Earnings per share

2,215,391,017,152

● Liabilities
Ⅰ. Current liabilities

553,719,335,607

587,440,729,602

Accounts payables

271,860,471,767

300,158,999,724

Other payables

154,375,727,457

151,554,827,963

Borrowings

75,566,487,429

89,281,259,125

Income tax liabilities

17,261,781,534

11,392,182,070

Provisions
Other current liabilities

7,988,063,082

8,121,388,371

26,666,804,338

26,932,072,349

Ⅱ. Non-current liabilities

116,939,830,973

111,277,131,624

Borrowings

19,834,885,505

6,028,500,628

Retirement benefit obligations

18,450,705,609

20,477,083,831

Deferred tax liabilities

64,540,118,425

70,766,895,228

Other long-term employee benefit obligations

13,600,638,416

13,917,063,219

Other non-current liabilities

513,483,018

Total liabilities

Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive income
Nongshim Co., Ltd. and its subsidiaries

87,588,718
670,659,166,580

698,717,861,226

1,534,663,081,874

1,499,131,370,601

64,454,972,212

86,896,539,044

Ⅱ. Other comprehensive income after tax

(4,524,715,659)

(3,454,001,617)

Net change in currency translation differences of overseas sites
Recalibration factors of retirement benefit obligations

30,413,210,000

30,413,210,000

Ⅱ. Share premium

123,720,854,309

123,720,854,309

Ⅲ. Other reserves

(80,199,837,847)

(84,916,238,553)

Stockholders of the Company

Ⅵ. Retained earnings

1,460,728,855,412

1,429,913,544,845

Non-controlling interest

Ⅲ. Total comprehensive income

Non-controlling interest

18,809,826,605

17,541,785,325

Total equity

1,553,472,908,479

1,516,673,155,926

Total liabilities and equity

2,224,132,075,059

2,215,391,017,152

Dec. 31. 2013

Ⅰ. Net profit
Gain on evaluation of available-for-sale financial instruments

Ⅰ. Share capital

(Unit : Korean Won)
Dec. 31. 2014

● Equity
Total equity attributable to stockholders of the Company

For the years ended December 31,
2014 and 2013

172,302,193

(259,202,800)

6,359,918,489

(268,392,265)

(11,056,936,341)

(2,926,406,552)
59,930,256,553

83,442,537,427

60,265,244,800

84,782,697,897

(334,988,247)

(1,340,160,470)
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For the years ended December 31,
2014 and 2013

Consolidated Statements of Changes in Equity
Nongshim Co., Ltd. and its subsidiaries

(Unit : Korean Won)
Attributable to stockholders of the Company

Non-controlling

Share Capital Share Premium Other Reserves Retained Earnings
Balance as of January 1,
2013
Profit (loss) for the year

30,413,210,000 123,720,854,309
-

-

(80,865,918,715)
-

Total

1,367,576,957,171 1,440,845,102,765
88,395,966,709

Interest

86,896,539,044

Gain on evaluation of
available-for-sale financial
instruments

-

Net change in currency
translation differences of
overseas sites

-

-

(425,190,977)

-

(425,190,977)

156,798,712

(268,392,265)

Recalibration factors of
retirement benefit obligations

-

-

-

(2,928,875,035)

(2,928,875,035)

2,468,483

(2,926,406,552)

Total comprehensive income
(loss) for the year

-

-

(684,393,777)

85,467,091,674

Changes in non-controlling
interest

-

-

(3,365,926,061)

Dividends to stockholders

-

-

-

Balance as of December 31,
2013

30,413,210,000 123,720,854,309

(84,916,238,553)

1,429,913,544,845 1,499,131,370,601

17,541,785,325 1,516,673,155,926

Balance as of January 1,
2014

30,413,210,000 123,720,854,309

(84,916,238,553)

1,429,913,544,845 1,499,131,370,601

17,541,785,325 1,516,673,155,926

Profit (loss) for the year

(259,202,800)

-

(259,202,800)

-

(259,202,800)

(Unit : Korean Won)

86,896,539,044

Adjustment of non-cash items

126,412,291,022

116,435,235,089

Adjustment of working capital

(74,808,581,010)

(24,662,468,069)

Interest received

13,678,845,924

16,862,428,887

Interest paid

(1,542,908,893)

(2,581,671,393)

Dividend received

1. Cash inflows from investing activities
Disposal of equity invested in affiliates

95,025,600

190,010,000

(29,624,098,758)

(30,918,631,511)

-

-

-

-

(3,365,926,061)

387,756,061

(2,978,170,000)

(23,130,504,000)

(23,130,504,000)

-

(23,130,504,000)

65,003,436,542

65,003,436,542

(548,464,330)

64,454,972,212

172,302,193

-

172,302,193

-

172,302,193

410,300,000,000

385,000,000,000
262,698,846
15,000,000,000

Decrease of other trade receivables

2,426,691,562

2,222,158,667

Disposal of tangible assets

8,967,464,256

641,069,761

Disposal of intangible assets
Disposal of real estate invested
2. Cash outflows from investing activities
Increase of long & short-term financial instruments
Increase of cash from net change in consolidation scope
Increase of other financial assets
Increase of other trade receivables

50,000,000

3,537,066

217,738,470

217,738,460

(490,236,201,066)

(487,056,423,241)

(381,340,620,434)

(407,300,000,000)

-

(9,393,283,760)

(11,700,000)

(20,345,000)

(2,396,171,413)

(4,318,561,369)

-

(56,171)

(105,908,777,076)

(63,533,580,071)

Acquisition of intangible assets

(352,822,363)

(2,422,714,870)

Acquisition of real estate

(226,109,780)

Acquisition of tangible assets
-

Ⅲ. Cash flows from financing activities
-

Recalibration factors of
retirement benefit obligations

-

-

6,147,128,040

-

6,147,128,040

212,790,449

6,359,918,489

1. Cash inflows from financing activities
Increase of borrowings

Total comprehensive income
(loss) for the year

-

Changes in non-controlling
interest

-

Dividends to stockholders

-

-

6,319,430,233

(11,057,621,975)
53,945,814,567

(11,057,621,975)
60,265,244,800

685,634
(334,988,247)

(11,056,936,341)
59,930,256,553

2. Cash outflows from financing activities
Redemption of borrowings
Acquisition of equity of non-controlling interest
Dividend paid

-

(1,603,029,527)

-

-

30,413,210,000 123,720,854,309

(80,199,837,847)

(23,130,504,000)

(1,603,029,527)
(23,130,504,000)

1,460,728,855,412 1,534,663,081,874

1,603,029,527
-

(23,130,504,000)

18,809,826,605 1,553,472,908,479

(83,709,220,441)
403,347,202,800

32,145,000

increase of other non-current assets

-

(68,242,161,778)
421,994,039,288
-

Decrease of other financial assets
83,442,537,427

162,221,442,047

64,454,972,212

Decrease of long & short-term financial instruments

84,782,697,897 (1,340,160,470)

Dec. 31. 2013

98,665,546,097

Ⅱ. Cash flows from investing activities

Net change in currency
translation differences of
overseas sites

Balance as of December 31,
2014

Profit (loss) for the year

Income tax paid

Total other comprehensive
income
Gain on evaluation of
available-for-sale financial
instruments

Nongshim Co., Ltd. and its subsidiaries

Ⅰ. Cash flows from operating activities

Other comprehensive income
-

For the years ended December 31,
2014 and 2013

Dec. 31. 2014

Total Equity

18,494,189,734 1,459,339,292,499

88,395,966,709 (1,499,427,665)

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

Ⅳ. Effect of exchange rate fluctuations on cash held
Ⅴ. Net increase (decease) in cash and cash equivalents

(67,882,000)
(26,583,680,632)

(30,693,502,443)

158,154,913,066

152,555,040,696

158,154,913,066

152,555,040,696

(184,738,593,698)

(183,248,543,139)

(161,610,233,608)

(157,140,236,449)

-

(2,978,170,000)

(23,128,360,090)

(23,130,136,690)
(36,250,789)

(102,536,866)

3,803,452,898

47,716,182,297

Ⅵ. Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the year

111,567,191,946

63,851,009,649

Ⅶ. Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year

115,370,644,844

111,567,191,946
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Holding Co. & Investment Structure

●
Nongshim Holdings

●
Youlchon Chemical

Pure holdings company of Nongshim

Company leading the state-of-the-

Group

art packaging culture

Nongshim Holdings is a pure

Youlchon Chemical is providing

holdings company founded with the

product packaging in a variety of

and because it received positive evaluation from the investors concerning future management efficiency

purpose to maximize shareholder

forms through packaging material

and management that can maximize shareholder value. In particular, foreign investors have expressed high

value by improving the management

manufacturing that gives a breath

investment attractiveness for the future growth and profitability as the market leader in the domestic food

structure of subsidiary companies

of life to the products, and it is

and reinforcing responsibility

providing the taste of Nongshim to

industry. Nongshim Holdings currently has 2 listed companies (Nongshim, Youlchon Chemical)

management. Each subsidiary is

the consumers through more safe

enabled to focus its capacity on the

and sanitary methods.

intrinsic business.

http://www.youlchon.com

●
Taekyung Nongsan

●
Nongshim Engineering

●
NDS (Nongshim Data System)

Creating rich food culture

Technology one step ahead of others

IT partner for successful business

Taekyung Nongsan creates the

Nongshim Engineering is providing

NDS provides not only operation of

source of flavor by only using

expert engineering services in each

data processing-related businesses

carefully selected ingredients and

area such as food/medicine plant

within the Group, but also a variety

produces better taste based on strict

construction, logistics automation

of information processing, data

quality control system, sanitation

facility construction, automation

communication services and

system and various state-of-the-art

equipment production and

consulting, as well as, development

equipment.

construction management.

and sales of hardware/software.

Nongshim

http://nds.nongshim.co.kr

(HongKong)

Affiliates

http://www.itaekyung.com

http://www.nongshimeng.com

In 2003, Nongshim has completed the holding company structure through divestiture. This was possible
because negative factors such as issues of Nongshim's corporate governance structure was eliminated,

and 3 non-listed companies (Taekyung Nongsan, etc.) as subsidiaries.

Nongshim
32.72%

Nongshim
Holdings (USA)

Nongshim
Japan

Nongshim
Communications

Taekyung
Nongsan
100.00%

●
Mega Mart

●
Hotel Nongshim

●
Nongshim Development

Practicing customer satisfaction
services
Mega Mart delivers 'better products
easier and faster' and always
provides fresh quality products to
the customers, as well as, offers a
more convenient shopping space.

Providing rest and rejuvenation
Hotel Nongshim has been loved
by Korean and foreign customers
for the past 40 years through
comfortable and friendly service.
We offer relaxation and enjoyment
with Asia's largest hot spring spa.

Premium golf course
Ildong Lakes Golf Club, operated by
Nongshim Development, is a worldclass 18-hole golf course that has
been awarded with an international
competition certificate by the U.S.
LPGA.

http://home.megamart.com

http://www.hotelnongshim.com

http://www.ildonglakes.co.kr

Nongshim Baeksan
Mountain Water

Nongshim
Australia

Nongshim
Engineering
100.00%

Nongshim Holdings
(Pure Holding Company)

Nongshim
Development
96.92%

Youlchon
Chemical

40.32%

● Listed Company
● Unlisted Company
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NONGSHIM HOLDINGS USA, INC

QINGDAO NONGSHIM FOODS CO., LTD.

SHANGHAI NONGSHIM FOODS CO., LTD.

SHENYANG NONGSHIM FOODS CO., LTD.

YANBIAN NONGSHIM

Nongshim established the US factory in Los

Established in 1998, Qingdao Nongshim

Nongshim first entered the Chinese market

Shenyang Nongshim was established in

To build a mineral water brand that can be

Angeles in June 2005 in order to expand its

supplies fresh ingredients for instant

in 1996 through the establishment of an

November 2000 to buttress Nongshim’s

highly recognized not only in Korea but also

business into the American instant noodle

noodles, snacks and semi-finished products

ultra-modern overseas factory in Shanghai.

position in the Chinese market. The company

in the global markets, Yanbian Nongshim

market. The factory is fully automated,

to factories in Shanghai, Shenyang and

Shanghai Nongshim produces various

produces and sells a variety of items in

was established in 2007 and currently

consisting of cutting-edge facilities

Korea. It is capable to produce a variety

instant noodles including ‘Shin Ramyun’ and

China, such as ‘Shin Ramyun’, ‘Jjolbyung

produces Baeksan Mountain Water.

that facilitate advanced packaging and

of food materials through production

‘Shanghai Tangmyun’, having own high-tech

Snack’, ‘Shrimp Cracker’, ‘Banana Kick’ and

standardization of high quality.

facilities for drying, extracts, pellets

manufacturing facilities. Shanghai Nongshim

‘Onion Ring’. Shenyang Nongshim, along with

The US factory has 3 bowl noodle lines,

and soup powder.

is central to Nongshim’s campaign to open

Shanghai Nongshim and Qingdao Nongshim,

up new overseas markets.

are steadily building up their presence and

2 pack noodle lines, and soup production

➌
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facilities. Nongshim will use the US factory as

reputation for high quality products in this

a supply hub in the Americas by expanding

region, while adapting to the localized tastes

sales in the US and Canada markets.

of the fast growing Chinese market.

➍

➎
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Global
Network

Anyang Plant
● Began production in 1976
● 11 instant noodle production lines and 		
snack production facility
● 2 instant rice production lines
● Address: 35 Nongshim-ro (Dangjeong-		
dong) Gunpo City, Gyeonggi-do
● Tel: 031-450-5500

Yanbian Nongshim

Anseong Plant
● Began production in 1982

Shenyang Nongshim

● 7 instant noodle production lines and 		
powder soup production facility
● 2 beverage production lines
● Address: 28 Gongdan-ro (Shinsohyeon-		
dong) Anseong City, Gyeonggi-do

Yanbian Nongshim
● Began production in 2010
● Baeksan Mountain Water production line
● Address : NO.2, TONGCHANG

EAST ROAD, BAILIN DONGQU,
ERDAO TOWN, ANTU COUNTY,
JILIN, CHINA
● Tel : 0433-541-8002

Nongshim Holdings USA

● Tel: 031-8046-6500

Qingdao Nongshim

Qingdao Nongshim
Nongshim Japan

Asan Plant

● Began production in 1998

● Began production in 1991

● Powder soups, snacks, partly

● Production facility dedicated to snacks

processed goods, dried agricultural and
marine product extracts, etc.
● Address : GONGYEYUANDI,
YINGHAIZHEN, JIAOZHOU, QINGDAO,
SANDONG, CHINA
● Tel : 86-532-8527-0155

● Address: 485 Tangjeongmyeon-ro 		
Tangjeong-myeon Asan City, Chungnam
● Tel: 041-540-4700

Shanghai Nongshim

Gumi Plant
● Began production in 1991
● 12 instant noodle production lines and 		
snack production facility
● Address: 58-11 Gongdan-ro 7-gil 		
(Gongdan-dong) Gumi City, Gyeongbuk
● Tel: 054-462-1801

Noksan Plant

Shanghai Nongshim
● Began production in 1996
● 5 instant noodle production lines
● Address : 840HAO, LANGONG ROAD,

JINSHANGONGYEK AIFA DISTRICT,
SHANGHAI, CHINA
● Tel : 86-21-6727-7711

● Began production in 2007
● 2 instant noodle production lines and
4 production lines dedicated

● Began production in 2000

Nongshim Holdings USA

to extruded noodle

● 4 instant noodle production lines and 		

● Founded sales subsidiary in 1994

● Address: 48 Noksansansan 261-ro 73

snack production facility

● Began production in 2005

beon-gil (Songjeong-dong) Gangseo-gu

● Address : 3JIA 1HAO,

● 5 instant noodle production lines and

Busan City

SHENYANGJINGJIJISHUKAIFAQU
4HAOJIE, SHENYANG, LIANING, CHINA
● Tel : 86-24-2536-7480

● Address : 12155, 6TH STREET,

● Tel: 051-329-4100

Nongshim Australia

Shenyang Nongshim

powder soup production facility
RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CA 91730, USA
● Tel : 1-909-484-1888

Busan Plant
● Began production in 1976

Nongshim Japan

● 12 instant noodle production lines and 		

● Founded in 2002

Nongshim Australia

● Address : DAIDO SEIMEI KASUMIGASEKI

● Founded in 2014

BLDG. 4F, 1-4-2, KASUMIGASEKI, 		
CHIYODA-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN
● Tel : 81-3-3595-0882

● Address : SUITE 701A, 3HORWOOD PLACE,

snack production facility
● Address: 46 455 beon-gil Sasang-ro
(Mora-dong( Sasang-gu Busan City
● Tel: 051-366-1500

PARRAMATTA NSW 2150, AUSTRALIA
● Tel : 61-2-9633-3500
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Preparing for
another 50 years
112, Yeouidaebang-ro, Dongjak-gu, Seoul
Tel: 82-2-820-7114
www.nongshim.com

